CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY
VISITING ALUMNI DAY
Central State University Visiting Alumni Day (VAD) was founded by Angela Davis (‘95) in 2008 and is now run by an Executive Committee

- Angela Davis ‘95 (Marketing & Recruitment)
- Gerald Young, Esq. ‘86 (Coordinator & Hospitality)
- Scharita Lacey ‘03 (Deans & College Liaisons)
- Avery Johnson ‘82 (Communications)
- Janel Northington ‘94 (Alumni & Campus Coordin.)
VAD attendance and presence has grown each year;

- 2008 - ??? Participants; From Y States; Visited Z Classes
- 2009 - ??? Participants; From Y States; Visited Z Classes
- 2010 - ??? Participants; From Y States; Visited Z Classes
- 2011 – Goal is 100(?) Participants and 100(?) Classes
How would you rate the overall quality of presentation, experience and mix of skills of the VAD speakers?
What are some of the main points of interest you will take away from the VAD speakers?
“DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU WILL BE ABLE TO APPLY ANY OF THE LESSONS LEARNED, PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL ADVICE SHARED?”

“HAVE YOU BEEN ENCOURAGED TO COMPLETE YOUR EDUCATION PURSUIT HERE AT CENTRAL STATE?”

100% Yes
59 respondents

61 yes, 1 no
Did hearing a CSU alumni speaker for VAD increase your Marauder pride and morale?
CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY
VISITING ALUMNI DAY

How can we improve VAD?

Bar chart showing:
- More alumni in more classes
- Better match alumni with classes
- No changes, it was great!
Would you like to have a VAD speaker in your class again?